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Abstract 
A list of seventy conditions on an n x n complex matrix A, equivalent to its being 
normal, published nearly ten years ago by Grone, Johnson, Sa, and Wolkowicz has 
proved to be very useful. Hoping that, in an extended form, it will be even more helpful, 
we compile here another list of about twenty conditions. They either have been over- 
looked by the authors of the original list or have appeared during the last 
decade. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
A square complex matrix A is called normal if 
A’A = AA*, (1) 
where A* is the adjoint of A. If this relation is taken as condition 0, then the 
seventy conditions l-70 equivalent to (1) constitute Section II of [6]. 
At the end of the introduction to their list, the authors of [6] say: “Reflecting 
the fact that normality arises in many ways, it is hoped that not only will it be 
useful now, but its utility will grow over time as conditions are added.” Nearly 
a decade after [6] was published, one can say that it (called henceforth the 
GJSW list) has indeed proved to be very useful. It is perhaps the right time to 
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increase its utility, as the authors suggest, by supplementing the original list 
with additional conditions equivalent to the normality of A. 
Section 2 of this paper contains nearly 20 such conditions. They either have 
been overlooked by the authors of [6] or have appeared during the last decade. 
Since our list is meant to be a continuation of that in [6], our first condition is 
numbered 7 1. The outline of proofs and/or comments to most of the conditions 
are given in Section 3. In nearly all cases, we point to a publication where the 
corresponding condition has first appeared. Our proofs are, up to minor de- 
tails, the original proofs in these publications. As in [6], proofs in an obvious 
direction are omitted. 
We conclude this section by introducing the notation, which does not in all 
cases coincide with that of [6]. Also, those conditions in the original GJSW list 
are given explicitly which are used in the body of our paper. 
Our matrices belong (almost) invariably to the set C”,” of complex n x n- 
matrices. It is sometimes beneficial to regard en,’ as a unitary space equipped 
with the inner product 
(A,B) = tr @*A) (2) 
where tr(.) stands for the trace of a matrix. C” denotes the set of all complex 
column vectors with n components. If necessary, @” is also considered as a 
unitary space with the usual inner product ( , ). The symbol 11 . I( is used for the 
2-norm of a vector and, if not stated otherwise, for the spectral norm of a 
matrix. For A nonsingular, the condition number 
cond A = llAl\ IIA-‘ll (3) 
is always meant to be the spectral one. If I is a simple eigenvalue of A, x and y 
corresponding unit right and left eigenvectors, then 
42) = Iw-’ (4) 
is called the condition number of A. 
We denote by p(A) and 6, (A) 2 . . . > o,(A) the spectral radius of A and its 
singular values. The commutator [B, C] = BC - CB is sometimes called the self- 
commutator of B, if C = B’. The matrices 
(Al = (A*A)“*, /A*[ = (AA*)l’* (5) 
are called the right and left absolute value of A, respectively. 
In addition to well-known matrix decompositions, such as the QR or the 
singular value decomposition, we also use some that are encountered less 
frequently. These are the Toeplitz decomposition 
A=H+iK, H=H*, K = K* (6) 
with 
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H=+ (A+A*), zc=; (A-A*) 
and the polar decompositions 
(7) 
A = U, \A( = IA*lU, (8) 
with unitary matrices U, and U,. Note that, for a nonsingular A, UI and U, are 
defined uniquely and are, in fact, the same unitary matrix. If A is singular then 
there exist (infinitely) many Vi, U, satisfying Eq. (8). However, one can choose 
them to be the same matrix in this case as well ([I 11, p. 152). 
Matrices B and C are said to be simultaneously diagonalizable by a unitary 
congruence, if 
B=UC,V*, c= u&v* (9) 
with unitary U, V and diagonal Xi, &. Note that, as opposed to the singular 
value decomposition, Xi and C2 are not required to be nonnegative. The 
symbol &(A) stands for the k-th compound matrix of A ([14], p. 16). 
Now we list some conditions from [6]: 
11. There exist unitary U and diagonal D such that A = UDu*. 
14. There exists an orthonormal basis of @” consisting of eigenvectors of A. 
37. If A = UJAI is the (right) polar decomposition of A, then U and IAl com- 
mute. 
38. A and IAl commute. 
58. The singular values (TV 2 . . . z a, of A coincide with the moduli of its 
eigenvalues. 
59. If the eigenvalues Ai, . . , A,, of A are numbered according to 
1111 > 11221 > ... > Ii,/, (10) 
then 
0i”‘Crk = I,&...&/, k= l,..., 12. 
2. Conditions 
71 [3]. IAl = IA*/. 
72 [3]. A is diagonalizable: 
A = XM-‘, A= diag (A,,...,&) (11) 
with X such that cond X = 1. (Or, for any eigenvalue 1 of A, the condition 
number ~(1) = 1, as long as A has distinct eigenvalues.) 
73 [14]. A commutes with [A, A*]. 
74 [8]. A commutes with A’A (or AA*). 
75 [9]. In the Toeplitz decomposition of A, 
Hz + K2 = A*A (or AA’). 
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76 [16]. tr (A*2A2) = tr [(,4*A)2]. 
77 [16]. (Generalization of condition 76) 
tr @*PAP) = tr [(A*A)P] for some positive integer p 2 2. 
78 [16]. (Generalization of condition 77) 
tr [(A*PAp)q] = tr [(A*A)P4] f or some positive integers p > 2, q 2 1. 
79. ernA is normal for a sequence {tn}, converging to zero. 
80 [16]. tr (&*&) = tr (&*+“). 
81 [1,5]. The functionf,(t) = In I] e x ti ]I is convex on R for any vector x E C”. 
82 [I]. The functions fi(t) = In oj (elA), j = 1,. . . , n, are convex on R. 
83 [7]. A is diagonalizable as in Eq. (1 l), and a nonzero perturbation B exists 
such that for some eigenvalue pLg of the perturbed matrix A + B the closest 
eigenvalue lo of A is uniquely defined, and 
I& - ,u,,] = llB[l cond X. 
84 [12]. I(Au, u)I Q (IAIu, u) Vu E C”. 
85 [12]. I(Au,u)\ < (lA*lu,u) VZJ E C”. 
86 [12]. (Generalization of conditions 84 and 85) 
(12) 
I(Au, u)l < ([Alu, u)* (IA*ju, u)‘-~ Vu E @” (13) 
for some real c1# i. 
87 [13]. If A = QR is the QR-decomposition of A then e and R are simulta- 
neously diagonalizable by a unitary congruence. 
88. Fork= 1,2 ,,.., n- 1 
IlW)ll = P(W)). (14) 
89. The matrix Lyapunov operator on Pn defined by the formula 
Y/,X=AX+X4* QXEC”‘” (15) 
is normal. 
3. Proofs and comments 
Condition 71 is immediate from Eq. (1) and Eq. (5), and condition 72 from 
condition 11, if one takes into account that matrices with the spectral condition 
number 1 are scalar multiples of unitary matrices. The second version of 
condition 72 implies that A has a full orthonormal set of eigenvectors, hence 
condition 14 is applicable. 
For the sufficiency part of condition 73, we first mention that under the 
unitary similarity 
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A -+ U*AU 
the self-commutator C = [A, A*] transforms in the same way as A does: 
c -+ VCU. 
Suppose C is nonzero. Then no generality is lost in assuming C to be in block 
diagonal form 
c= c,, @...@C,, (16) 
with diagonal blocks Cr,, . . . , C,,,, corresponding to the distinct eigenvalues 
h(C), . . . , L,(C) of C. Obviously, m Z 2 because tr C = 0. Since A and 
C commute, the former must assume the same block diagonal form as the 
latter: 
A=A,, @...@A,,,,. 
Then 
C’ii = [A,,,A,:.], i = 1,. . . ,m, 
which implies 
tr Cli=O, i= l,..., m, 
and 
&(C) =O, i= l,..., m. 
This is a contradiction to the way by which the decomposition (16) has been 
introduced. 
Condition 74 insures that A commutes with any polynomial of A*A. Since IA 1 
is one of those polynomials, condition 38 may be employed. 
Condition 75 is an immediate consequence of the identity, 
H2 + K2 = ; (AA* f A*A) 
which holds for any square A. 
To prove the sufficiency of condition 76, one can use the identity 
1 jA*A - AA*ll’, = 2{tr [(A*A)‘] - tr (A*2A2)} 
(this is Lemma 4.3 in [ 161) that is again valid for any square A. The symbol 
) 1 . I JF stands for the Frobenius norm of a matrix. 
Assume that p > 2 in condition 77 (otherwise, it coincides with condition 
76). The idea is to show that condition 77 with the exponent p implies the same 
condition with the exponent p - 1. Then, in a finite number of steps, we arrive 
at condition 76 assuring the normality of A. 
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Let r be the rank of A, then, among its singular values 61 B 02 > . . >, CT,, 
only the first r are nonzero. Letting H = IAI, we see that elr . . , CT,, are the ei- 
genvalues of H. Denote the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors by 
01,. . . , v,, and introduce 
S(p) = tr [(A’A)P] - tr (A*PAP) (17) 
and 
Here U is the unitary factor in the polar decomposition of A. It follows from [4] 
that 
S(p) > 0 for any positive integer p (18) 
and 
D(t + 1) s) 2 D(t, s) for positive integers t, s(t 6 n). 
Hence 
D(t+l,s) >D(t,.r) >D(t- 1,s) 2 ... >D(l,S) =o, 
and o(t,.s) is always nonnegative. Now one can prove the inequality (this is 
essentially Theorem 4.4 in [16]) 
S(p) > 0: Sk - 1) + D(r,p - 1). 
We conclude that S(p) = 0 forces S(p - 1) = 0. 
Turning to condition 78, assume that q > 1 (the case q = 1 gives us condi- 
tion 77). Denote by tri(H) the sum of the i largest eigenvalues of an Hermitian 
matrix H. Then an inequality stronger than inequality (18) is proved in [4], 
namely 
tr,(A*PM’) < tri[(A*A)P] for any positive integer p and 
i= 1,2 )‘..) n. 
Inequalities (19) can be interpreted as the weak majorization relations 
the vectors 
bmP), &4p), . . . , ~~(4 
and 
@P 2P 
, ,02 ,..‘I Citp). 
(19) 
between 
Then, using the usual majorization techniques (see, for example, [15], p. 115), 
one can easily show that 
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tr[(A*PAP)q] 6 tr[(A*A)W] (20) 
for any matrix A and positive integers p, q. Moreover, equality in (20) implies 
that 
tr(A*PAP) = tr[(A*A)P] (21) 
(this is Theorem 4.2 in [16]). In other words, condition 78 with q > 1 implies 
condition 77. 
For condition 79, the sufficiency is obvious from the relation 
A = Fz (ernA - I)/&. 
The proof of condition 80 relies on the following product exponential formula 
which is valid for any IZ x n matrices X and Y: 
Jiim (& e”)” = extY. (22) 
This formula is proved in [2]. As a consequence of Eq. (22) 
jilim tr[(ei ei)“] = tr(g+Y). 
Using repeatedly (20) with p = 2, q = 1,2,3, . . and A replaced by eAizs, one 
can show that, for any square matrix A, the sequence 
tr (&*/” q7 
[ 
is monotonically increasing to tr(eA*+A) (Theorem 4.6 
80 implies that 
in [16]). Now condition 
for all positive integers q. This is nothing else than equality (21) withp = 24 and 
A replaced by B, = d 12’ According to condition 77, B, must be normal. It . 
remains to apply condition 79. 
For condition 81, the necessity part consists of checking, for any 
tl, t2 E R, tl < t2, the inequality 
t1 +t2 jqT) < .utd ;.fr(t2) (23) 
that amounts to 
j]lp’ x/l2 < (leflAx]I Ile12AxIj. (24) 
Without loss of generality, one can assume the normal matrix A in (24) to be 
diagonal: A = diag(l, , . . . , A,). Letting 
x= (Xi,...,X,)T, 
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we then rewrite (24) as 
Since 
l;Q?ii Xi\* = Je(“+“)L X:1 = Je”“’ xij le’2A -&I, 
relation (25) is a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus, we 
proved inequality (23). 
If condition 81 holds, then the function 
f(t) = log IVAIl = ,;;FI L(t) x 
is convex on IR. Letting tl = 0, t2 = 2t (t > 0) in 
we have 
Ile’All < lle2’Al(1’2. 
On the other hand, 
)le2tAll = llefA -etAI\ < lIetAll 
lIefAll = lle2ti(11’2. 
By induction, we obtain 
Ile’All = I(e2’tA(j2-“, k = 1,2,. . . 
Then the spectral radius formula implies 
lIetill = &‘A). (26) 
It is known [l l] that, for the matrix B, = efA, the equality IlBJl = p(B,) ensures 
an orthogonal decomposition of the underlying space 
CN =Hi @Hz, 
with the projection of B, on Hi being a scalar matrix. Then the argument above 
can be applied to H2. Continuing in this way, we finally obtain that B, is 
normal. Since this holds for any positive t, the normality of A follows from 
condition 79. 
We mention that condition 81 has first appeared in [5]. However, the proof 
above is adapted from [l]. 
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Turning to condition 82, we observe that its necessity can be established 
with the help of the previous condition. In fact, let A be a normal matrix with 
the orthonormal eigenvectors ul, . . . , u,,. Then, for any real t, the matrix erA is 
normal as well, and (see condition 58), with the appropriate numbering, 
Cj(e”) = IJ.j(dA)I, j = 1,. . . ,TZ. 
Letting x = uj in the definition of f*(t), we have 
&(t) = In Iletivj(( = lIIIAj(dA)l = In Oj(e”) =fi(t). 
Hence, fi(t) must be convex on R 0’ = 1,. . . , n). 
(27) 
Since 
IPII = mm 
for any matrix B, the proof of sufficiency can mimick that of condition 81. 
Another possibility chosen in [l] is to prove equalities (27) by using a result 
from [17]. Then, again, conditions 58 and 79 may be applied. 
Condition 83 is obviously connected with the Bauer-Fike theorem. It is 
useful to precede the proof of condition 83 by some discussion of this theorem. 
Let A, A, X be as in relation (1 l), and B an arbitrary perturbation of A. 
According to the Bauer-Fike theorem, for any eigenvalue p of the perturbed 
matrix A + B there exists an eigenvalue 1 of A such that 
I;1 - PUJ < cond X. llB((. 
For A normal, X can be chosen unitary, and (28) turns into 
IA - PI G IIBII. 
(28) 
(29) 
Now, again for a normal A, it is always possible to perturb A along its 
eigendirections in such a way that (29) becomes an equality for at least some 
p’s, and for at least one of those p’s (say 1~~) the corresponding nearest (pos- 
sibly, multiple) & is defined uniquely. 
Condition 83 found by Hald [7] essentially says that the property above is 
characteristic for normal matrices. Now we turn to the proof of the sufficiency 
of this condition. 
Let x be an eigenvector of A + B corresponding to h: 
(A+B)x=pox. (30) 
Using Eq. (1 I), one can rewrite Eq. (30) as 
(A +X-‘BX) T-’ x = p. T-’ x. (31) 
By a proper normalization of x, we can achieve that v = T-l x is a unit vector. 
Now Eq. (31) assumes the form 
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(A-/q, I) v = -T-‘BT u. (34 
Applying Eq. (12) we deduce from Eq. (32) 
cond X. IlBll = mm IAj - ~~1 < \\(A - pLo I)uJI 
6 cond X. I(B](. 
Hence 
II(A - PO 04l = “;‘” IS - &I. 
Since the closest 1 (say, &) is unique, u must be an eigenvector of A - pLo I: 
(A-PO 0 = (& -clo)u 
which, by Eq. (32) is equivalent to 
Bx = (p. - lo)x. (33) 
Finally, using Eq. (12) and Eq. (33) we have 
cond X. IPII . Ilxll = ILo - POI . llxll G IPII . Ilxll. (34) 
Recall that cond X > 1 for any nonsingular matrix X. Therefore, Eq. (34) 
implies 
condX = 1, 
and the normality of A follows from condition 72. 
We mention a nice corollary of condition 83 also given in [7]: if A is not 
normal, then the Bauer-Fike inequality is strict for small perturbations B. 
Indeed, if 2 cond X. J(BII is smaller than the minimal distance between ei- 
genvalues of A, then, for each p, the closest I (simple or multiple) is defined 
uniquely. Since A is nonnormal, equality in (28) is impossible. 
Conditions 84 and 85 are two particular cases of condition 86 found in a 
recent publication [12]. They have been singled out just for the reason that a 
much simpler proof is possible for these cases compared with that for a basic 
condition. 
The necessity part is the same for all three conditions. Let A = U]A] be the 
polar decomposition of A. Then, according to condition 37, U and IA] com- 
mute. Since (Al”* is a polynomial of IAl, the matrices U and ]A]“2 commute as 
well. Now we have, for any u E C”, 
l(&u)I = I(q4%u)I = l(w’* u, l4”2 u)I 
< lplAl”* u(( (1 lAll’* UlJ = I( (A)“* u(12 = (lAlu,u). 
Suppose condition 84 holds. Without loss of generality, A may be assumed to 
be an upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries II, . . . , I,. Let (tl , . . . , t,J be 
the first row of IAl. Then the relation IAl = A*A implies 
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t: + (t212 + ... + )tn12 = lA112. 
On the other hand, using the condition for u = (1, 0, . . , O)T gives 
IhI < t1 
Hence 
tl =p,1, t2 =...= tn=o. 
Continuing in this way, we conclude that the singular values of A coincide with 
the moduli of its eigenvalues. By condition 58, A is normal. 
For condition 85, the sufficiency is proved in the same way, with A as a lower 
triangular matrix and with (Al replaced by /A*[. 
Now we outline the proof of sufficiency for condition 86 given in [12]. The 
proof is preceded by the following. 
Lemma 1. Let A E C”,” have all eigenvalues equal to 1 in absolute value. If 
I(Ay, y)( < (Ay, Ay)” for all unit vectors y E C”, (35) 
then either c( = 5 or A is a unitary matrix. 
To prove the lemma, one may assume that A is an upper triangular matrix. 
Then, inspecting (35) for y with only two components nonzero, the first and 
the sth one, one can show that 
ai, = 0, s = 2,. . . , n, 
if a # i. Applying an inductive argument, one shows A to be diagonal, hence 
unitary. 
Returning to condition 86, we first consider the case where A is nonsingular. 
Let A = UDV be the singular value decomposition of A. For any nonzero u, set 
D’i2 U*u 
’ = 11D’/2 Uull’ 
Then Eq. (13) can be rewritten in the form of Eq. (35), with A replaced by 
A- = 0’12 WD-112 
According to Lemma 1, k is unitary which gives WD = D W. From the last 
relation, the normality of A follows easily. 
In the case where A is singular, the induction on n is used. For the induction 
step, one may assume, without loss of generality, that 
A= AI b 
( ) 0 0’ 
where Al is an (n - I)-square matrix and b is a column (n - I)-vector. 
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Assume that b # 0, then A is not normal. Take ui E 6Y-l such that 
(b,q) # 0 and let 
U= with u2 > 0. 
Examining Eq. (13) when u2 + cc in Eq. (36) (and ui is fixed), we observe that 
the left-hand side grows linearly in u2, with (b, u,) as the leading coefficient. On 
the other hand, the leading term in the right-hand side behaves like y of for a 
nonzero y. For inequality (13) to be valid for all u2, we must have tl z f. 
Applying the same argument to A* with Eq. (13) rewritten in the form 
l(A*u,u)l 6 (IA*Iu,u)‘-’ (IAlz&(‘-‘) Vu E @“> 
we obtain CI < i. Hence, c1= i which contradicts the assumption. 
Condition 87 is an immediate consequence of the following assertion that 
can be found on page 426 of [lo]. 
Lemma 2. A necessary and sujticient condition for matrices A1 and A2 to be 
simultaneously diagonalizable by a unitary congruence is that both products 
A1 A; and A; A1 are normal matrices. 
We mention that, while the unitary character of Q is vital for the validity of 
condition 87, the triangular form of R has no significance at all. Therefore, 
similar conditions may be stated for other decompositions of A with one of the 
factors unitary. 
Condition 88 is a slightly disguised version of condition 59. One only needs 
to recall that the eigenvalues of G(A) are the (It) products 
Li, “‘A,, 
where 1 < il < i2 < . . < ik < n ([14], p. 24), and the similar expressions 
hold for the singular values of &(A). 
To prove condition 89, we begin with the following observation. In the 
orthonormal basis of the unitary space Pn composed of the matrices 
Eij = (6ki Ljjeie)i.,=1, i,j= I,..., n, 
ordered columnwise as in the standard texts ([14], p. 9, [l 11) the operator .5ZA is 
described by the matrix 
.MA =I,@A+A@Z, 
(see [14], p. 9). Thus PA is normal iff JZA is. 
Assume that 
A-+R=U’AU 
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is the unitary similarity which transforms A into its (upper triangular) Schur 
form. Then AA is unitary similar to the upper triangular matrix 
ckR=I,,@R++@I,,. 
We conclude that A, JA, and _YA are simultaneously normal (or not normal). 
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